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Price Model 2015

Model Basic - Engines Preis £
Cape Town 2.0 TDI, 103 kW / 6 speed 48,600.–

Model Basic - Engines Preis £
Sydney Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet -   96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3000 mm wheelbase 41,370.–
Rio Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet -   96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase 40,540.–

Model Basic - Engines Preise £
Serengeti Fiat Ducato 3,3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 KW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase 39,700.–
Grand Canyon Fiat Ducato 3,3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 KW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase 40,540.–
Yellowstone Fiat Ducato 3,5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 KW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase 43,050.–
Sierra Nevada Fiat Ducato 3,5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 KW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase 43,050.–

Important notes:
ll prices are RRP prices in £ inclusive of 20 % VAT.
All prices are subject to On The Road to charge of £ 2,100.– to include transportation from Germany.
This price list supersedes all previous.

VW - HYMERCAR without bathroom

FIAT - HYMERCAR without bathroom

FIAT - HYMERCAR with bathroom
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Standard Equipment VW - Capetown

 Base
16'' chassis with 16'' brake system
ESP with brake assist, ABS, ASR, EDS and hill start assist
Tyre pressure display Plus
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbags for driver and passenger with passenger-side airbag deactivation
Belt tensioner for driver and passenger
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Interior dimmable rear-view mirror
Cruise control
Semi-automatic ''Climatic'' air-conditioning system in cabin
Dust and pollen filter
Electrical package II (electric windows, electrically adjustable / heated /
folding door mirrors)
More powerful generator
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Halogen main headlight (H4)
Headlamp levelling
Power steering with safety steering column, height- and length-adjustable
Swivelling driver's / passenger seat with armrests (not height-adjustable)
Manual lumbar supports for driver's and passenger seat
Convenience package (left+right sun visor, handles and storage
compartments on the driver's and passenger cabin seats, reading light,
eye-wear compartment, front socket, handle on the A-pillar for driver and
passenger, dimmable instrument lighting, dual-tone signal horn)
Door shelves with 2 compartments each with integrated bottle holder in
driver's cabin
Multifunctional leather steering-wheel with controls for radio and mobile
phone
MP3 Radio/CD - RCD 310 with Diversity Antenna system
Mobile phone pre-installation - Bluetooth hand's-free device
Multifunctional display ''Plus''
4 loudspeakers
Front sliding window and rear left fixed window
Front sliding window and rear right fixed window
Insulated glass in driver's cabin and in passenger area
Dark tinted windows in passenger area
Rear window (normal glass, heated) with rear window wipe/wash
Electrical door closing assist for sliding door, right
Central locking with interior actuator, safety locking and radio remote
control
Interior tailgate release (electrical)
Child-proof locks for doors and flaps in the passenger area
2 wireless folding keys for locking system with remote control
Additional exterior dust protection seal
Additional loading edge protection in plastic
Auxiliary heater
Vehicle tool kit
Bandages and warning triangle
Breakdown kit with air compressor

 Bodywork
Full tinted windows
Exterior finish Candy White
Insulated GRP floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Pop-up roof with double-folding bed
Comfort foam mattress in pop-up roof
Darkening of vehicle body with cling-on textile mats and curtain for the
windscreen

 Conversion
Sliding bucket seat with armrest and head restraint pad
Preparation for conversion to double bench seat
Preparation for additional, suspended bucket seat
Folding table with extension option
Stowage compartment for mobile toilet
Additional storage compartment, e.g. for bedding
Extra-deep drawers with high-quality runners, including self-closing
Clothes compartment accessible from 2 sides

Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2.75 kg Campingaz container
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable securing eyes (to hold misc. accessories)

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Tasamo fabric combination
Bucket seat covered in same material as living space

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
3 kW diesel heater
LCD control panel heater
Interior temperature sensor
Interior lighting with LED
Gooseneck light in the pop-up roof with LED
160 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Compressor refrigerator, 49 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Fresh water tank, 35 litres (removable for cleaning or replacement)
Waste water tank, 20 litres (removable for cleaning or emptying)
Level indicator for waste water tank
Additional collapsible fresh water canister, 20 litres (also for filling the fresh
water tank)
Extendible water valve (for use outside the vehicle)
Pre-installation gas socket

Standard Equipment VW - Capetown

 Base
16'' chassis with 16'' brake system
ESP with brake assist, ABS, ASR, EDS and hill start assist
Tyre pressure display Plus
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbags for driver and passenger with passenger-side airbag deactivation
Belt tensioner for driver and passenger
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Interior dimmable rear-view mirror
Cruise control
Semi-automatic ''Climatic'' air-conditioning system in cabin
Dust and pollen filter
Electrical package II (electric windows, electrically adjustable / heated /
folding door mirrors)
More powerful generator
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Halogen main headlight (H4)
Headlamp levelling
Power steering with safety steering column, height- and length-adjustable
Swivelling driver's / passenger seat with armrests (not height-adjustable)
Manual lumbar supports for driver's and passenger seat
Convenience package (left+right sun visor, handles and storage
compartments on the driver's and passenger cabin seats, reading light,
eye-wear compartment, front socket, handle on the A-pillar for driver and
passenger, dimmable instrument lighting, dual-tone signal horn)
Door shelves with 2 compartments each with integrated bottle holder in
driver's cabin
Multifunctional leather steering-wheel with controls for radio and mobile
phone
MP3 Radio/CD - RCD 310 with Diversity Antenna system
Mobile phone pre-installation - Bluetooth hand's-free device
Multifunctional display ''Plus''
4 loudspeakers
Front sliding window and rear left fixed window
Front sliding window and rear right fixed window
Insulated glass in driver's cabin and in passenger area
Dark tinted windows in passenger area
Rear window (normal glass, heated) with rear window wipe/wash
Electrical door closing assist for sliding door, right
Central locking with interior actuator, safety locking and radio remote
control
Interior tailgate release (electrical)
Child-proof locks for doors and flaps in the passenger area
2 wireless folding keys for locking system with remote control
Additional exterior dust protection seal
Additional loading edge protection in plastic
Auxiliary heater
Vehicle tool kit
Bandages and warning triangle
Breakdown kit with air compressor

 Bodywork
Full tinted windows
Exterior finish Candy White
Insulated GRP floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Pop-up roof with double-folding bed
Comfort foam mattress in pop-up roof
Darkening of vehicle body with cling-on textile mats and curtain for the
windscreen

 Conversion
Sliding bucket seat with armrest and head restraint pad
Preparation for conversion to double bench seat
Preparation for additional, suspended bucket seat
Folding table with extension option
Stowage compartment for mobile toilet
Additional storage compartment, e.g. for bedding
Extra-deep drawers with high-quality runners, including self-closing
Clothes compartment accessible from 2 sides

Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2.75 kg Campingaz container
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable securing eyes (to hold misc. accessories)

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Tasamo fabric combination
Bucket seat covered in same material as living space

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
3 kW diesel heater
LCD control panel heater
Interior temperature sensor
Interior lighting with LED
Gooseneck light in the pop-up roof with LED
160 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Compressor refrigerator, 49 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Fresh water tank, 35 litres (removable for cleaning or replacement)
Waste water tank, 20 litres (removable for cleaning or emptying)
Level indicator for waste water tank
Additional collapsible fresh water canister, 20 litres (also for filling the fresh
water tank)
Extendible water valve (for use outside the vehicle)
Pre-installation gas socket

Technical Data  VW - Capetown

Cape Town

 Series chassis VW T5

 Basic engine type (a) 2,0 TDI

 Max. output (EC standard): kW (PS) at rpm 103 (140) at 3.500

 Max. torque (EC standard): Nm at rpm 340 at 1.750

 Exhaust emissions standard Euro 5+

 Control system (drive) with toothed belt

 Type of drive Front-wheel drive / all-wheel drive (o)

 Number of gears 6 / 7 (o)

 Tank capacity (approx.), l 80

 Tyres 205/65 R16 C

 Overall length (approx.), cm 489

 Overall width, with/without door mirrors (approx.), cm 190 / 228

 Interior width (approx.), cm 169

 Overall height (approx.), cm (b) -

 Overall height with closed pop-up roof (approx.), cm (b) 200

 Overall height with open pop-up roof (approx.), cm (b) 305

 Standing height in living area (approx.), cm 180 / 240

 Wheelbase (approx.), cm 300

 Rear overhang (approx.), cm 99

 Turning circle (approx.), m 11,9

 Mass in running order (approx.), kg (c) 2349

 Maximum load (approx.), kg (d) 650 / 850 (SA)

 Technically permitted gross vehicle weight, t 3,0 / 3,2 (o)

 Permitted braked towed weight, kg (f) 2500

 Permitted unbraked towed weight, kg 750

 Permitted number of passengers (e) 3 - 5 (o)

 Sleeping places 4

 Bed dimensions, rear L x W (approx.), cm 193 x 135

 Bed dimensions, pop-up roof L x W (approx.), cm (h) 193 x 112 - 127

 Refrigerator capacity (approx.), l 49

 Gas hob 2

 Fresh water tank (approx.), l 35

 Waste water tank (approx.), l 20 / 30 (o)

 Heater with hot air system 3 kW diesel heater

 Sockets 12 V / 230 V 2 / 2

 Gas bottle volume (approx.), kg 2,75

 Starter battery, AH 75

 Add-on battery, AH 160

SA = Standard equipment
Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19      

Standard Equipment VW - Capetown

 Base
16'' chassis with 16'' brake system
ESP with brake assist, ABS, ASR, EDS and hill start assist
Tyre pressure display Plus
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbags for driver and passenger with passenger-side airbag deactivation
Belt tensioner for driver and passenger
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Interior dimmable rear-view mirror
Cruise control
Semi-automatic ''Climatic'' air-conditioning system in cabin
Dust and pollen filter
Electrical package II (electric windows, electrically adjustable / heated /
folding door mirrors)
More powerful generator
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Halogen main headlight (H4)
Headlamp levelling
Power steering with safety steering column, height- and length-adjustable
Swivelling driver's / passenger seat with armrests (not height-adjustable)
Manual lumbar supports for driver's and passenger seat
Convenience package (left+right sun visor, handles and storage
compartments on the driver's and passenger cabin seats, reading light,
eye-wear compartment, front socket, handle on the A-pillar for driver and
passenger, dimmable instrument lighting, dual-tone signal horn)
Door shelves with 2 compartments each with integrated bottle holder in
driver's cabin
Multifunctional leather steering-wheel with controls for radio and mobile
phone
MP3 Radio/CD - RCD 310 with Diversity Antenna system
Mobile phone pre-installation - Bluetooth hand's-free device
Multifunctional display ''Plus''
4 loudspeakers
Front sliding window and rear left fixed window
Front sliding window and rear right fixed window
Insulated glass in driver's cabin and in passenger area
Dark tinted windows in passenger area
Rear window (normal glass, heated) with rear window wipe/wash
Electrical door closing assist for sliding door, right
Central locking with interior actuator, safety locking and radio remote
control
Interior tailgate release (electrical)
Child-proof locks for doors and flaps in the passenger area
2 wireless folding keys for locking system with remote control
Additional exterior dust protection seal
Additional loading edge protection in plastic
Auxiliary heater
Vehicle tool kit
Bandages and warning triangle
Breakdown kit with air compressor

 Bodywork
Full tinted windows
Exterior finish Candy White
Insulated GRP floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Pop-up roof with double-folding bed
Comfort foam mattress in pop-up roof
Darkening of vehicle body with cling-on textile mats and curtain for the
windscreen

 Conversion
Sliding bucket seat with armrest and head restraint pad
Preparation for conversion to double bench seat
Preparation for additional, suspended bucket seat
Folding table with extension option
Stowage compartment for mobile toilet
Additional storage compartment, e.g. for bedding
Extra-deep drawers with high-quality runners, including self-closing
Clothes compartment accessible from 2 sides

Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2.75 kg Campingaz container
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable securing eyes (to hold misc. accessories)

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Tasamo fabric combination
Bucket seat covered in same material as living space

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
3 kW diesel heater
LCD control panel heater
Interior temperature sensor
Interior lighting with LED
Gooseneck light in the pop-up roof with LED
160 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Compressor refrigerator, 49 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Fresh water tank, 35 litres (removable for cleaning or replacement)
Waste water tank, 20 litres (removable for cleaning or emptying)
Level indicator for waste water tank
Additional collapsible fresh water canister, 20 litres (also for filling the fresh
water tank)
Extendible water valve (for use outside the vehicle)
Pre-installation gas socket

Standard Equipment VW - Capetown

 Base
16'' chassis with 16'' brake system
ESP with brake assist, ABS, ASR, EDS and hill start assist
Tyre pressure display Plus
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbags for driver and passenger with passenger-side airbag deactivation
Belt tensioner for driver and passenger
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Interior dimmable rear-view mirror
Cruise control
Semi-automatic ''Climatic'' air-conditioning system in cabin
Dust and pollen filter
Electrical package II (electric windows, electrically adjustable / heated /
folding door mirrors)
More powerful generator
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Halogen main headlight (H4)
Headlamp levelling
Power steering with safety steering column, height- and length-adjustable
Swivelling driver's / passenger seat with armrests (not height-adjustable)
Manual lumbar supports for driver's and passenger seat
Convenience package (left+right sun visor, handles and storage
compartments on the driver's and passenger cabin seats, reading light,
eye-wear compartment, front socket, handle on the A-pillar for driver and
passenger, dimmable instrument lighting, dual-tone signal horn)
Door shelves with 2 compartments each with integrated bottle holder in
driver's cabin
Multifunctional leather steering-wheel with controls for radio and mobile
phone
MP3 Radio/CD - RCD 310 with Diversity Antenna system
Mobile phone pre-installation - Bluetooth hand's-free device
Multifunctional display ''Plus''
4 loudspeakers
Front sliding window and rear left fixed window
Front sliding window and rear right fixed window
Insulated glass in driver's cabin and in passenger area
Dark tinted windows in passenger area
Rear window (normal glass, heated) with rear window wipe/wash
Electrical door closing assist for sliding door, right
Central locking with interior actuator, safety locking and radio remote
control
Interior tailgate release (electrical)
Child-proof locks for doors and flaps in the passenger area
2 wireless folding keys for locking system with remote control
Additional exterior dust protection seal
Additional loading edge protection in plastic
Auxiliary heater
Vehicle tool kit
Bandages and warning triangle
Breakdown kit with air compressor

 Bodywork
Full tinted windows
Exterior finish Candy White
Insulated GRP floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Pop-up roof with double-folding bed
Comfort foam mattress in pop-up roof
Darkening of vehicle body with cling-on textile mats and curtain for the
windscreen

 Conversion
Sliding bucket seat with armrest and head restraint pad
Preparation for conversion to double bench seat
Preparation for additional, suspended bucket seat
Folding table with extension option
Stowage compartment for mobile toilet
Additional storage compartment, e.g. for bedding
Extra-deep drawers with high-quality runners, including self-closing
Clothes compartment accessible from 2 sides

Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2.75 kg Campingaz container
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable securing eyes (to hold misc. accessories)

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Tasamo fabric combination
Bucket seat covered in same material as living space

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
3 kW diesel heater
LCD control panel heater
Interior temperature sensor
Interior lighting with LED
Gooseneck light in the pop-up roof with LED
160 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Compressor refrigerator, 49 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Fresh water tank, 35 litres (removable for cleaning or replacement)
Waste water tank, 20 litres (removable for cleaning or emptying)
Level indicator for waste water tank
Additional collapsible fresh water canister, 20 litres (also for filling the fresh
water tank)
Extendible water valve (for use outside the vehicle)
Pre-installation gas socket
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Optional Equipment VW - Capetown

 £ Ca
pe

 T
ow

n

 Base
 8140  2.0 TDI, 103 kW/140 PS, 6 speed     
 8141  2.0 TDI, BMT, 103 kW/140 PS, 6 speed   400.-  
 8142  2.0 TDI, 103 kW/140 PS, 7 speed DSG   1.950.-  12
 8143  2.0 TDI, BMT, 103 kW/140 PS, 7 speed DSG   2.325.-  12
 8144  2.0 TDI, BMT, 103 kW/140 PS, 7 speed DSG   2.780.-  120
 8145  2.0 TDI, 4MO, 103 kW/140 PS, 6 speed   3.155.-  120
 8146  2.0 TDI, BMT, 4MO, 103 kW/140 PS, 6 speed   2.780.-  30
 8147  2.0 TDI BiTurbo, BMT, 132 kW/179 PS, 6 speed   3.180.-  30
 8148  2.0 TDI BiTurbo, 132 kW/179 PS, 7 speed DSG   4.730.-  
 8149  2.0 TDI BiTurbo, BMT, 132 kW/179 PS, 7 speed DSG   5.105.-  42
 8150  2.0 TDI BiTurbo, 4MO, 132 kW/179 PS, 6 speed   5.560.-  150
 8151  2.0 TDI BiTurbo, BMT, 4MO, 132 kW/179 PS, 6 speed   5.935.-  150
 8152  2.0 TDI BiTurbo, 4MO, 132 kW/179 PS, 7 speed DSG   7.470.-  162
 8153  2.0 TDI BiTurbo, BMT, 4MO, 132 kW/179 PS, 7 speed DSG   7.885.-  162
 2595  Premium air filter with filter saturation display   210.-  1
 2598  Fresh air intake with active carbon filter   85.-  0.5
 2603  Reinforced chassis with permitted total weight 3200 kg in combination with 16'' steel wheels   1.410.-  50
 2590  Reinforced chassis with permitted total weight of 3200 kg in combination with 17'' ''Thunder'' alloy wheels   3.360.-  51
 2550  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Candy White     
 2552  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Salsa Red   855.-  
 2597  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Ontario Green   855.-  
 2553  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Sunny Yellow   855.-  
 2554  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Natural Grey Metallic   1.670.-  
 2555  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Night Blue Metallic   1.670.-  
 2556  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Olympic Blue Metallic   1.670.-  
 2557  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Reflective Silver Metallic   1.670.-  
 2558  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Sand Beige Metallic   1.670.-  
 2559  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Toffee Brown Metallic   1.670.-  
 2560  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Dark Wood Pearl Effect   1.670.-  
 2551  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Deep Black Pearl Effect   1.670.-  
 2589  Bumper painted   580.-  0.5
 2574  Door mirrors and door handle in vehicle colour (01)  40.-  
 2573  Exterior Package I - door mirror housings in black and various attachment parts in vehicle colour, clear glass halogen lights with dual-reflector appearance, fog lights including cornering light   325.-  1
 2584  Fog lights including cornering light (02)  265.-  0.5
 2586  Headlamp cleaning system with heated nozzles in front + washing water level display   290.-  2.5
 2582  Bi-xenon headlights with LED daytime running lights with headlamp cleaning system with front heated nozzles + washing water level display (03)  1.330.-  1.5
 2583  Light & sight - automatic daytime running lights, ''Leaving home'' and ''Coming home'' function, windscreen wiper interval circuit with rain sensor for the front windscreen wipers, interior safety mirrors - with automatic dimming   85.-  
 2588  Seat heating for seats in driver's cabin, left and right, controlled separately   400.-  1
 2577  Servotronic (speed-dependent power steering + adjustable safety steering column)   375.-  2
 2592  ''Side Assist'' lane change assistant   965.-  1
 2596  ParkPilot - acoustic warning signals in the event of obstacles in rear area   320.-  0.5
 2576  ParkPilot, acoustic in the front and rear area   580.-  1
 2593  Closing aid for the tailgate   140.-  1
 2587  Mud flaps, front and rear   160.-  2.5
 25294  17'' CH 7.5x17 alloy wheels with 235/55 R17C tyres   1.745.-  16
 25291  19'' XA 8.5x19 alloy wheels with 255/40 ZR19 tyres   2.160.-  14
 2572  Pre-installation for towbar (including car/trailer combination stabilisation)   210.-  3
 2571  Towbar, detachable (including car/trailer combination stabilisation)   790.-  14
 Design
 2591  Design package ''4Style'' side and front skirts in offroad design, stone guard film and robust rubber mat in driver's cabin   1.245.-  10
 35139  Design decals Carbonline   300.-  
 35129  Design decals Woodline   300.-  
 35128  Design decals Aluline   215.-  
 642  Dashboard finish with black high gloss trim   135.-  0.5

 Standard  Optional Equipment  Optional Equipment included in pack
 Available upon request (No cost) - Not available

Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19       

Optional Equipment VW - Capetown

 £ Ca
pe

 T
ow

n

 Bodywork
 2579  Sun protection film with deep black tint   375.-  
 85700  Driver's cabin darkening system - folding darkening system for front window and cling-on textile mats for side windows (05)  405.-  4
 34117  Living area darkening system with pleated curtain (06)  160.-  8
 34101  Pleated mosquito guard blind for sliding door   250.-  6
 47682  Furniture body on left in direction of travel removable incl. 12 V socket and pull-out shelf for compressor coolbox (only in combination with code no. 60529 underfloor waste water tank possible)     -16
 58613  Compressor cooler 46 l  -  removable for furniture body on left in direction of travel   680.-  20
 47667  Luggage compartment cover with adaptation to the lashing rails   75.-  1
 83926  Front tent rail, right   175.-  2.5
 83927  Front tent rail, left   175.-  2.5
 83897  Awning, anthracite, 2.60 m x 2.00 m with special adapter for the front tent rail (including right front tent rail)   625.-  26.5
 Conversion
 1882  Tasamo fabric combination (VW driver's and passenger seat and series bucket seat covered)     
 1908  Salinas fabric combination (VW driver's and passenger seat and series bucket seat covered)   250.-  
 1907  Albero fabric combination  (VW driver's and passenger seat and series bucket seat covered)   330.-  
 1909  Garbo fabric combination  (VW driver's and passenger seat and series bucket seat covered)   415.-  
 1923  Partial leather Nobile (VW driver and passenger seat and series bucket seat covered)   580.-  
 1924  Partial leather Athletico (VW driver and passenger seat and series bucket seat covered)   580.-  
 20014  Tasamo fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   415.-  13
 20018  Salinas fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   460.-  13
 20012  Albero fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   500.-  13
 20013  Garbo fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   540.-  13
 20023  Partial leather Nobile double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   625.-  13
 20024  Partial leather Athletico double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   625.-  13
 20017  Tasamo fabric combination suspended bucket seat   540.-  19
 20019  Salinas fabric combination suspended bucket seat   580.-  19
 20015  Albero fabric combination suspended bucket seat   625.-  19
 20016  Garbo fabric combination suspended bucket seat   665.-  19
 20027  Partial leather Nobile suspended bucket seat   705.-  20
 20028  Partial leather Athletico suspended bucket seat   705.-  19
 Interior design
 47666  3-piece pocket set to attach to bed frame instead of mattresses   162.-  5
 47663  Longitudinal single-bed version (left-side in direction of travel) (07)  150.-  8
 47664  Additional cushion / bed width extender, right-side in direction of travel (above kitchen unit) (08)  75.-  1
 57989  Comfort package (consisting of 2 comfort pillows)   50.-  
 44178  Self-inflating mattress for pop-up roof (can be used additionally or as alternative)   75.-  4
 47522  Havanna carpeting for living area (supplied loose)   150.-  5
 47502  Eclipse carpeting for living area (supplied loose)   208.-  7
 Multimedia / on-board systems / heating
 2599  Multimedia sockets ''MEDIA-IN'' with USB adapter cable and ''AUX-IN'' for connection of external audio sources (only in combination with the standard radio RCD310)   140.-  
 2600  Multimedia sockets ''MEDIA-IN'' with iPod/iPhone adapter cable and ''AUX-IN'', for connection of external audio sources (only in combination with the standard radio RCD310)   165.-  
 87202  Vehicle-specific navigation receiver with radio / CD / DVD / USB / Bluetooth   870.-  4
 87204  DVBT antenna (active)   85.-  0.5
 87996  Alarm system   250.-  2
 51722  Pre-installation for solar modules   125.-  2
 56126  Diesel heater high altitude kit - enables full efficiency of the standard auxiliary heating in Alpine regions   240.-  2
 56125  Additional auxiliary engine heating - for pre-heating engine and de-icing windows   820.-  5
 Kitchen / plumbing
 59001  Additional filler neck (kitchen unit) (10)    0.5
 56150  Gas socket with shut-off tap (kitchen unit)   85.-  1
 59145  Mobile toilet   100.-  3.5
 83062  2 folding chairs + table including mounting   240.-  13
 60529  Under-floor waste water tank (30 l) (09)  85.-  2.5
 
 
 

 Standard  Optional Equipment  Optional Equipment included in pack
 Available upon request (No cost) - Not available

Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19       
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Technical Data  FIAT - Sydney and Rio

Sydney Rio

 Series chassis Fiat Ducato Fiat Ducato

 Basic engine type (a) 130 Multijet 130 Multijet

 Engine displacement, ccm 2287 2287

 Max. output (EC standard): kW (PS) at rpm 96 (130) at 3.600 96 (130) at 3.600

 Max. torque (EC standard): Nm at rpm 320 at 1.800 320 at 1.800

 Exhaust emissions standard   Euro 5+   Euro 5+

 Control system (drive) 2 OHC (with toothed belt) 2 OHC (with toothed belt)

 Type of drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive

 Number of gears 6 6

 Tank capacity (approx.), l 120 120

 Tyres 215/70 R15 C 215/70 R15 C

 Overall length (approx.), cm 496 541

 Overall width (approx.), cm 205 205

 Interior width (approx.), cm 198 198

 Overall height (approx.), cm (b) - 252

 Overall height with closed pop-up roof (approx.), cm (b) 230 274 (o)

 Overall height with open pop-up roof (approx.), cm (b) 324 355 (o)

 Standing height in living area (approx.), cm 205 / 265 190

 Wheelbase (approx.), cm 300 345

 Rear overhang (approx.), cm 101 101

 Turning circle (approx.), m 11,0 12,5

 Mass in running order (approx.), kg (c) 2665 2580

 Maximum load (approx.), kg (d) 635 / 835 (o) 720 / 920 (o)

 Technically permitted gross vehicle weight, t  3,3 / 3,5 (o)  3,3 / 3,5 (o)

 Permitted braked towed weight, kg 2500 2500

 Permitted unbraked towed weight, kg 750 750

 Permitted number of passengers (e) 3 - 5 (o) 3 - 5 (o)

 Sleeping places 4 2 / 4 (o)

 Bed dimensions, rear L x W (approx.), cm 197 x 135 197 x 145

 Bed dimensions, pop-up roof L x W (approx.), cm 202 x 150 200 x 135 (o)

 Refrigerator capacity (approx.), l 65 65

 Gas hob 2 2

 Fresh water tank (approx.), l 35 35

 Waste water tank (approx.), l 43 43

 Heater with hot air system 4 kW diesel heater 4 kW diesel heater

 Sockets 12 V / 230 V 2 / 2 2 / 2

 Gas bottle volume (approx.), kg 2,75 2,75

 Starter battery, AH 110 110

 Add-on battery, AH 160 / 320 (o) 160 / 320 (o)

SA = Standard equipment
Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19       

Standard Equipment FIAT - Sydney and Rio

 Base
15'' chassis with 15'' brake system
ESC with brake assistant (HBA), ABS, TCR, LAC, MSR and hill-start assistant
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbag for driver and passenger
Powered steering with variable steering power
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Sensor for oil level monitoring
Cruise control
Automatic air-conditioning system with pollen filter
Electric windows driver's cabin
Elec. adjustable and heated door mirrors
120 l diesel tank
Water sensor for diesel fuel
More powerful 180 AH alternator
More powerful 110 AH starter battery
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Document holder in the middle of the dashboard (folds up)
Lockable storage compartment in the middle of the dashboard (e.g. for a
laptop)
Glove compartment passenger side - cooling compartment for 1.5 litre bottles
Door trays with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 litre bottles
Driver's / passenger seat with armrests, swivel, height and tilt adjustable
Seat base cover
Co-axial steering-wheel adjustment
Multifunctional steering-wheel with operating elements for the radio
DAB+ MP3 radio/CD with Bluetooth hands-free unit (from September range
onwards)
4 loudspeakers
Digital display with trip computer
Tinted windows
Sliding windows, left and right
Heated rear window
Central locking system with internal operation and radio control
Expanded rear door opening
Full wheel cap
Breakdown kit - air compressor with additional valve

 Bodywork
Tinted full glazing
Exterior finish, Banquise White
Insulated floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Pop-up roof with double-folding bed (Sydney)
Comfort foam mattress in pop-up roof
Floor platform with collapsible cover and stowage compartment
Darkening of vehicle body with cling-on textile mats and curtain for the front
and rear
Adjustable ceiling fan, 700x500 mm (Rio)

 Conversion
Sliding bucket seat with armrest and head restraint pad
Preparation for conversion to double bench seat
Preparation for additional, suspended bucket seat
Folding table with extension option
Stowage compartment for mobile toilet
Additional storage compartment, e.g. for bedding
Extra-deep drawers with high-quality runners, including self-closing
Clothes compartment accessible from 2 sides
Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2.75 kg Campingaz container
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable securing eyes (to hold misc. accessories)

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Castano fabric combination
Bucket seat covered in same material as living space

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
4 kW diesel heater
LCD control unit heater

Interior temperature sensor
Interior lighting with LED
Gooseneck light in the pop-up roof with LED
160 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Compressor refrigerator, 65 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Fresh water tank, 35 litres (removable for cleaning or replacement)
Waste water tank, 43 litres (underfloor installation)
Level indicator for waste water tank
Additional collapsible fresh water canister, 20 litres (also for filling the fresh
water tank)
Extendible water valve (for use outside the vehicle)
Pre-installation gas socket

Standard Equipment FIAT - Sydney and Rio

 Base
15'' chassis with 15'' brake system
ESC with brake assistant (HBA), ABS, TCR, LAC, MSR and hill-start assistant
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbag for driver and passenger
Powered steering with variable steering power
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Sensor for oil level monitoring
Cruise control
Automatic air-conditioning system with pollen filter
Electric windows driver's cabin
Elec. adjustable and heated door mirrors
120 l diesel tank
Water sensor for diesel fuel
More powerful 180 AH alternator
More powerful 110 AH starter battery
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Document holder in the middle of the dashboard (folds up)
Lockable storage compartment in the middle of the dashboard (e.g. for a
laptop)
Glove compartment passenger side - cooling compartment for 1.5 litre bottles
Door trays with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 litre bottles
Driver's / passenger seat with armrests, swivel, height and tilt adjustable
Seat base cover
Co-axial steering-wheel adjustment
Multifunctional steering-wheel with operating elements for the radio
DAB+ MP3 radio/CD with Bluetooth hands-free unit (from September range
onwards)
4 loudspeakers
Digital display with trip computer
Tinted windows
Sliding windows, left and right
Heated rear window
Central locking system with internal operation and radio control
Expanded rear door opening
Full wheel cap
Breakdown kit - air compressor with additional valve

 Bodywork
Tinted full glazing
Exterior finish, Banquise White
Insulated floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Pop-up roof with double-folding bed (Sydney)
Comfort foam mattress in pop-up roof
Floor platform with collapsible cover and stowage compartment
Darkening of vehicle body with cling-on textile mats and curtain for the front
and rear
Adjustable ceiling fan, 700x500 mm (Rio)

 Conversion
Sliding bucket seat with armrest and head restraint pad
Preparation for conversion to double bench seat
Preparation for additional, suspended bucket seat
Folding table with extension option
Stowage compartment for mobile toilet
Additional storage compartment, e.g. for bedding
Extra-deep drawers with high-quality runners, including self-closing
Clothes compartment accessible from 2 sides
Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2.75 kg Campingaz container
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable securing eyes (to hold misc. accessories)

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Castano fabric combination
Bucket seat covered in same material as living space

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
4 kW diesel heater
LCD control unit heater

Interior temperature sensor
Interior lighting with LED
Gooseneck light in the pop-up roof with LED
160 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Compressor refrigerator, 65 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Fresh water tank, 35 litres (removable for cleaning or replacement)
Waste water tank, 43 litres (underfloor installation)
Level indicator for waste water tank
Additional collapsible fresh water canister, 20 litres (also for filling the fresh
water tank)
Extendible water valve (for use outside the vehicle)
Pre-installation gas socket

Standard Equipment FIAT - Sydney and Rio

 Base
15'' chassis with 15'' brake system
ESC with brake assistant (HBA), ABS, TCR, LAC, MSR and hill-start assistant
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbag for driver and passenger
Powered steering with variable steering power
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Sensor for oil level monitoring
Cruise control
Automatic air-conditioning system with pollen filter
Electric windows driver's cabin
Elec. adjustable and heated door mirrors
120 l diesel tank
Water sensor for diesel fuel
More powerful 180 AH alternator
More powerful 110 AH starter battery
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Document holder in the middle of the dashboard (folds up)
Lockable storage compartment in the middle of the dashboard (e.g. for a
laptop)
Glove compartment passenger side - cooling compartment for 1.5 litre bottles
Door trays with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 litre bottles
Driver's / passenger seat with armrests, swivel, height and tilt adjustable
Seat base cover
Co-axial steering-wheel adjustment
Multifunctional steering-wheel with operating elements for the radio
DAB+ MP3 radio/CD with Bluetooth hands-free unit (from September range
onwards)
4 loudspeakers
Digital display with trip computer
Tinted windows
Sliding windows, left and right
Heated rear window
Central locking system with internal operation and radio control
Expanded rear door opening
Full wheel cap
Breakdown kit - air compressor with additional valve

 Bodywork
Tinted full glazing
Exterior finish, Banquise White
Insulated floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Pop-up roof with double-folding bed (Sydney)
Comfort foam mattress in pop-up roof
Floor platform with collapsible cover and stowage compartment
Darkening of vehicle body with cling-on textile mats and curtain for the front
and rear
Adjustable ceiling fan, 700x500 mm (Rio)

 Conversion
Sliding bucket seat with armrest and head restraint pad
Preparation for conversion to double bench seat
Preparation for additional, suspended bucket seat
Folding table with extension option
Stowage compartment for mobile toilet
Additional storage compartment, e.g. for bedding
Extra-deep drawers with high-quality runners, including self-closing
Clothes compartment accessible from 2 sides
Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2.75 kg Campingaz container
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable securing eyes (to hold misc. accessories)

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Castano fabric combination
Bucket seat covered in same material as living space

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
4 kW diesel heater
LCD control unit heater

Interior temperature sensor
Interior lighting with LED
Gooseneck light in the pop-up roof with LED
160 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Compressor refrigerator, 65 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Fresh water tank, 35 litres (removable for cleaning or replacement)
Waste water tank, 43 litres (underfloor installation)
Level indicator for waste water tank
Additional collapsible fresh water canister, 20 litres (also for filling the fresh
water tank)
Extendible water valve (for use outside the vehicle)
Pre-installation gas socket
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Optional Equipment FIAT - Sydney and Rio

 £ Sy
dn

ey
Ri

o

 Base
 8350  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3000 mm wheelbase     - 
 8351  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 3000 mm wheelbase   1.185.-  - 20
 8355  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3000 mm wheelbase   495.-  - 20
 8356  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 3000 mm wheelbase   1.680.-  - 40
 8357  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 3000 mm wheelbase   3.650.-  - 70
 8360  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase    -  
 8361  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   1.185.- -  
 8365  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   495.- -  20
 8366  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   1.680.- -  40
 8367  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   3.650.- -  70
 2344  Comfort Matic automated manual gearbox (including leather steering-wheel)   1.495.-   17
 2429  Engine protection plate   110.-   
 2356  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Banquise White     - 
 2354  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Golden White (Metallic)   1.485.-  - 
 2353  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Lago Blue (Metallic)   1.485.-  - 
 2357  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Line Blue   1.485.-  - 
 2359  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Imperial Blue   1.485.-  - 
 2438  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Tiziano Red   1.485.-  - 
 2364  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Profondo Red (Metallic)   1.485.-  - 
 2439  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Yellow   1.485.-  - 
 2350  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Alumino Grey (Metallic)   1.485.-  - 
 2367  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Fer Grey (Metallic)   1.485.-  - 
 2391  Exterior finish incl. pop-up roof Black (Metallic)   1.485.-  - 
 2356  Exterior finish Banquise White    -  
 2354  Exterior finish Golden White (Metallic)   490.- -  
 2353  Exterior finish Lago Blue (Metallic)   490.- -  
 2357  Exterior finish Line Blue   490.- -  
 2359  Exterior finish Imperial Blue   490.- -  
 2438  Exterior finish Tiziano Red   490.- -  
 2364  Exterior finish Profondo Red (Metallic)   490.- -  
 2439  Exterior finish Yellow   490.- -  
 2350  Exterior finish Alumino Grey (Metallic)   490.- -  
 2367  Exterior finish Fer Grey (Metallic)   490.- -  
 2391  Exterior finish Black (Metallic)   490.- -  
 37225  Front spoiler in vehicle colour   290.-   
 37269  Rear bumper in vehicle colour (only for Fiat Ducato Light chassis)   330.-   
 2329  Fog lights   150.-   
 2419  LED daytime running light   290.-   
 2338  Headlight washer system   150.-   
 2432  Electrically adjustable door mirrors   150.-   
 2431  ''Dead Lock'' security lock   125.-   
 2323  Rain and light sensors   200.-   
 2430  Lane-keeping assist   375.-   
 2424  Lane-keeping assist with auto-dimming   415.-   
 2363  Parking aid   290.-   1
 2423  Tyre pressure sensors   135.-   
 2427  16'' steel wheels (only for Fiat Ducato 3.5 t chassis)   160.-   2
 2451  16'' alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tyres (only for Fiat Ducato 3.5 t chassis)   450.-   -2
 25292  17'' CH 7.5x17 alloy wheels with 235/60 R17C tyres   1.570.-   14
 20150  Towbar, detachable   580.-   27
 Design
 35139  Design decals Carbonline   300.-   
 35129  Design decals Woodline   300.-   
 35128  Design decals Aluline   215.-   
 2417  Door handles in body colour (25)  40.-   
 2436  Door handles in aluminium look   40.-   

 Standard  Optional Equipment  Optional Equipment included in pack
 Available upon request (No cost) - Not available

Optional Equipment FIAT - Sydney and Rio

 £ Sy
dn

ey
Ri

o

 2426  Skid-plate in aluminium look   40.-   
 2418  Skid-plate gloss black   40.-   
 2415  Radiator grille gloss black   80.-   
 2416  Headlamps with black frame   25.-   
 2310  Leather steering-wheel and gear lever knob   100.-   
 2421  Dashboard finish with aluminium-coloured trim   100.-   
 2422  Dashboard with chrome instrument gauge rings   40.-   
 2420  Dashboard finish with bronze-coloured trim   135.-   
 Bodywork
 2324  Heat-insulating windscreen   210.-   
 85696  Side and front window insulated roller blind (21)  490.-   7
 34117  Living area darkening system with pleated curtain (20)  160.-   8
 34101  Pleated mosquito guard blind for sliding door   250.-   6
 47682  Removable furniture body on left in direction of travel incl. 12 V socket and pull-out shelf for compressor cooler     - -18
 58613  Compressor cooler 46 l  -  removable for furniture body on left in direction of travel   680.-  - 20
 47667  Luggage compartment cover with adaptation to the lashing rails   75.-   1
 33603  Rooftop sleep pod in Banquise White (oversized double bed with slatted frame and foam mattress) (22)  2.480.- -  150
 33611  Rooftop sleep pod in vehicle colour (oversized double bed with slatted frame and foam mattress) (22)  2.900.-   150
 33704  Adjustable ceiling fan (sleeping area), 700x500 mm (23)  410.- -  10
 83897  Awning, anthracite 2.60 m x 2.00 m with special adapter for the pop-up roof   525.-  - 24
 83924  Awning, anthracite 3.25 m x 2.50 m   605.- -  24
 83925  Awning, anthracite 3.05 m x 2.50 m with special adapter for the pop-up roof   525.- -  23
 32110  Electric step   290.-   8
 Conversion
 1920  Castano fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and series bucket seat covered)      
 1879  Turin fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and series bucket seat covered)   330.-   
 1901  Salinas fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and series bucket seat covered)   330.-   
 1897  Albero fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and series bucket seat covered)   415.-   
 1900  Garbo fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and series bucket seat covered)   625.-   
 1921  Partial leather Nobile (Fiat driver's cabin seats and series bucket seat covered)   790.-   
 1922  Partial leather Athletico (Fiat driver's cabin seats and series bucket seat covered)   790.-   
 1925  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and series bucket seat in Castano fabric combination   1.080.-   
 1919  Comfort driver's cabin seat (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seat) and series bucket seat in Turin fabric combination   1.160.-   
 1905  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and series bucket seat in Salinas fabric combination   1.160.-   
 1904  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and series bucket seat in Albero fabric combination   1.245.-   
 1906  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and series bucket seat in Garbo fabric combination   1.410.-   
 1926  Comfort driver's cabin seats instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and series bucket seat in partial leather Nobile   1.575.-   
 1927  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and series bucket seat in partial leather Athletico   1.575.-   
 20022  Castano fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   415.-   13
 20009  Turin fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   455.-   13
 20018  Salinas fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   455.-   13
 20012  Albero fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   500.-   13
 20013  Garbo fabric combination double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   540.-   13
 20023  Partial leather Nobile double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   625.-   13
 20024  Partial leather Athletico double bench seat (surcharge for bucket seat)   625.-   13
 20026  Castano fabric combination suspended bucket seat   540.-   19
 20011  Turin fabric combination suspended bucket seat   580.-   20
 20019  Salinas fabric combination suspended bucket seat   580.-   19
 20015  Albero fabric combination suspended bucket seat   625.-   19
 20016  Garbo fabric combination suspended bucket seat   665.-   19
 20027  Partial leather Nobile suspended bucket seat   705.-   20
 20028  Partial leather Athletico suspended bucket seat   705.-   19
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Standard  Optional Equipment  Optional Equipment included in pack
 Available upon request (No cost) - Not available

Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19  Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19  
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Optional Equipment FIAT - Sydney and Rio
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 Interior design
 47666  3-piece pocket set to attach to bed frame instead of mattresses   160.-   5
 47663  Longitudinal single-bed version (left-side in direction of travel) (24)  150.-   8
 57989  Comfort package (consisting of 2 comfort pillows)   50.-   
 34113  2-piece privacy curtain between the seating group and bed   105.- -  3
 47522  Havanna carpeting for living area (supplied loose)   150.-   5
 47502  Eclipse carpeting for living area (supplied loose)   210.-   7
 Multimedia / on-board systems / heating
 87202  Vehicle-specific navigation receiver with motorhome software - radio / CD / DVD / USB / Bluetooth   870.-   4
 87206  Vehicle-specific navigation receiver with motorhome software - radio / CD / DVD / USB / Bluetooth with reversing camera   1.235.-   7
 87208  Pre-installation for reversing camera   160.-   0.5
 87204  DVBT antenna (active)   85.-   0.5
 87996  Alarm system   250.-   2
 51723  Second 160 AH system battery   490.-   50
 51722  Pre-installation for solar modules   125.-   2
 56126  Diesel heater high altitude kit - enables full efficiency of the standard auxiliary heating in Alpine regions   240.-   2
 56011  Roof bed heater - hot air extension hose for heating the roof bed   80.-   1
 Kitchen / plumbing
 56150  Gas socket with shut-off tap (kitchen unit)   85.-   1
 59145  Mobile toilet   100.-   3.5
 83062  2 folding chairs + table including mounting   240.-   13
 60525  Waste water tank, insulated and heated   445.-   14
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Standard  Optional Equipment  Optional Equipment included in pack
 Available upon request (No cost) - Not available

Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19       

Technical Data  FIAT - Serengeti,Grand Canyon,Yellowstone,Sierra Nevada

Serengeti Grand Canyon Yellowstone Sierra Nevada

 Series chassis  Fiat Ducato  Fiat Ducato  Fiat Ducato  Fiat Ducato

 Basic engine type (a) 130 Multijet 130 Multijet 130 Multijet 130 Multijet

 Engine displacement, ccm 2287 2287 2287 2287

 Max. output (EC standard): kW (PS) at rpm 96 (130) at 3.600 96 (130) at 3.600 96 (130) at 3.600 96 (130) at 3.600

 Max. torque (EC standard): Nm at rpm 320 at 1.800 320 at 1.800 320 at 1.800 320 at 1.800

 Exhaust emissions standard   Euro 5+   Euro 5+   Euro 5+   Euro 5+

 Control system (drive) 2 OHC (with toothed belt) 2 OHC (with toothed belt) 2 OHC (with toothed belt) 2 OHC (with toothed belt)

 Type of drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive

 Number of gears 6 6 6 6

 Tank capacity (approx.), l 120 120 120 120

 Tyres 215/70 R15 C 215/70 R15 C 215/70 R15 C 215/70 R15 C

 Overall length (approx.), cm 541 599 636 636

 Overall width (approx.), cm 208 208 208 208

 Interior width (approx.), cm 198 198 198 198

 Overall height (approx.), cm (b) 255 255 255 255

 Overall height with closed pop-up roof (approx.), cm (b) 270 (o) 270 (o) 270 (o) 270 (o)

 Overall height with open pop-up roof (approx.), cm (b) 350 (o) 350 (o) 350 (o) 350 (o)

 Standing height in living area (approx.), cm 190 190 190 190

 Wheelbase (approx.), cm 345 403 403 403

 Rear overhang (approx.), cm 101 101 138 138

 Turning circle (approx.), m 12,5 13,5 14,3 14,3

 Mass in running order (approx.), kg (c) 2825 2920 2880 2990

 Maximum load (approx.), kg (d) 475 / 675 (o) 580 / 930 (o) / 1080 (o) 420/ 510(o)/ 860(o)/ 1010(o) 510 / 860 (o) / 1010 (o)

 Technically permitted gross vehicle weight, t  3,3 / 3,5 (o) 3,3/ 3,5(o)/ 3,85(o)/ 4,0(o) 3,5/ 3,85(o)/ 4,0(o) 3,5/ 3,85(o)/ 4,0(o)

 Permitted braked towed weight, kg (g) 2500 2500 / 3000 (o) 2500 / 3000 (o) 2500 / 3000 (o)

 Permitted unbraked towed weight, kg 750 750 750 750

 Permitted number of passengers (e) 4 4 4 4

 Sleeping places 2 / 4 (o) 2 / 4 (o) 2 / 4 (o) 2 / 4 (o)

 Bed dimensions, rear L x W (approx.), cm 192/176  x 142/122 145  x 195  192 x 95 / 192 x 95 192 x 140

 Bed dimensions, pop-up roof L x W (approx.), cm  200 x 135 (o)  200 x 135 (o)  200 x 135 (o)  200 x 135 (o)

 Refrigerator capacity (approx.), l 108 108 108 108

 Gas hob 2 2 2 2

 Fresh water tank (approx.), l 100 100 100 100

 Hot water supply  Boiler 11 l  Boiler 11 l  Boiler 11 l  Boiler 11 l

 Waste water tank (approx.), l 100 100 100 100

 Heater with hot air system  Truma Combi 4 LCD  Truma Combi 4 LCD  Truma Combi 4 LCD  Truma Combi 4 LCD

 Sockets 12 V / 230 V 2 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 2

 Gas bottle volume (approx.), kg  2 x 5  2 x 11  2 x 11  2 x 11

 Starter battery, AH 110 110 110 110

 Add-on battery, AH 95 / 190 (o) 95 / 190 (o) 95 / 190 (o) 95 / 190 (o)

SA = Standard equipment
Please note the information and explanations on page 18/19          

Available from 

spring 2015

Technical Data FIAT –
Serengeti, Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, Sierra Nevada
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Standard Equipment FIAT - Serengeti,Grand Canyon,Yellowstone,Sierra Nevada

 Base
15'' chassis with 15'' brake system
ESC with brake assistant (HBA), ABS, TCR, LAC, MSR and hill-start assistant
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbag for driver and passenger
Powered steering with variable steering power
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Sensor for oil level monitoring
Cruise control
Automatic air-conditioning system with pollen filter
Electric windows driver's cabin
Elec. adjustable and heated door mirrors
120 l diesel tank
Water sensor for diesel fuel
More powerful 180 AH alternator
More powerful 110 AH starter battery
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Document holder in the middle of the dashboard (folds up)
Lockable storage compartment in the middle of the dashboard (e.g. for a
laptop)
Glove compartment passenger side - cooling compartment for 1.5 litre bottles
Door trays with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 litre bottles
Driver's / passenger seat with armrests, swivel, height and tilt adjustable
Seat base cover
Co-axial steering-wheel adjustment
Multifunctional steering-wheel with operating elements for the radio
DAB+ MP3 radio/CD with Bluetooth hands-free unit (from September range
onwards)
4 loudspeakers
Digital display with trip computer
Central locking system with internal operation and radio control
Expanded rear door opening
Full wheel cap
Breakdown kit - air compressor with additional valve

 Bodywork
Insulated aluminium frame windows
Exterior finish, Banquise White
Insulated floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Floor platform with collapsible cover and stowage compartment
Darkening and mosquito net roller blinds
Adjustable ceiling fan, 700x500 mm above living room
Adjustable ceiling fan, 400x400 mm above bedroom
Roof vent 400x400 mm above bathroom
Cabin darkening with curtain

 Conversion
Compact bathroom with door (Serengeti)
Compact bathroom with tambour door
Cassette toilet (with fill level display)
Shower tray with all-round drainage channel
Cabinet with mirrors
Folding washbasin
Vertically folding slatted frames
Folding table with extension option
Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2 gas bottles
Lashing rails with 4 movable eyelets (for holding various accessories)
Luggage compartment cover with adaptation to the lashing rails

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Castano fabric combination
Vehicle roof lining and side panels with high quality, heat and
noise-insulating fabric lining

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
Truma Combi 4 gas heater
LCD control panel for the heater
Interior temperature sensor

Interior lighting with LED
95 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Pre-installation gas socket
Compressor refrigerator, 108 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Extra deep drawers with high-quality pull-out units including self-closing
mechanism
Large 2-section cutlery tray
Fresh water tank, 100 litres (inside)
Waste water tank, 100 litres (underfloor installation)
Insulated waste water tank
Level indicator for fresh water and waste water tank

Standard Equipment FIAT - Serengeti,Grand Canyon,Yellowstone,Sierra Nevada

 Base
15'' chassis with 15'' brake system
ESC with brake assistant (HBA), ABS, TCR, LAC, MSR and hill-start assistant
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbag for driver and passenger
Powered steering with variable steering power
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Sensor for oil level monitoring
Cruise control
Automatic air-conditioning system with pollen filter
Electric windows driver's cabin
Elec. adjustable and heated door mirrors
120 l diesel tank
Water sensor for diesel fuel
More powerful 180 AH alternator
More powerful 110 AH starter battery
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Document holder in the middle of the dashboard (folds up)
Lockable storage compartment in the middle of the dashboard (e.g. for a
laptop)
Glove compartment passenger side - cooling compartment for 1.5 litre bottles
Door trays with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 litre bottles
Driver's / passenger seat with armrests, swivel, height and tilt adjustable
Seat base cover
Co-axial steering-wheel adjustment
Multifunctional steering-wheel with operating elements for the radio
DAB+ MP3 radio/CD with Bluetooth hands-free unit (from September range
onwards)
4 loudspeakers
Digital display with trip computer
Central locking system with internal operation and radio control
Expanded rear door opening
Full wheel cap
Breakdown kit - air compressor with additional valve

 Bodywork
Insulated aluminium frame windows
Exterior finish, Banquise White
Insulated floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Floor platform with collapsible cover and stowage compartment
Darkening and mosquito net roller blinds
Adjustable ceiling fan, 700x500 mm above living room
Adjustable ceiling fan, 400x400 mm above bedroom
Roof vent 400x400 mm above bathroom
Cabin darkening with curtain

 Conversion
Compact bathroom with door (Serengeti)
Compact bathroom with tambour door
Cassette toilet (with fill level display)
Shower tray with all-round drainage channel
Cabinet with mirrors
Folding washbasin
Vertically folding slatted frames
Folding table with extension option
Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2 gas bottles
Lashing rails with 4 movable eyelets (for holding various accessories)
Luggage compartment cover with adaptation to the lashing rails

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Castano fabric combination
Vehicle roof lining and side panels with high quality, heat and
noise-insulating fabric lining

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
Truma Combi 4 gas heater
LCD control panel for the heater
Interior temperature sensor

Interior lighting with LED
95 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Pre-installation gas socket
Compressor refrigerator, 108 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Extra deep drawers with high-quality pull-out units including self-closing
mechanism
Large 2-section cutlery tray
Fresh water tank, 100 litres (inside)
Waste water tank, 100 litres (underfloor installation)
Insulated waste water tank
Level indicator for fresh water and waste water tank

Standard Equipment FIAT - Serengeti,Grand Canyon,Yellowstone,Sierra Nevada

 Base
15'' chassis with 15'' brake system
ESC with brake assistant (HBA), ABS, TCR, LAC, MSR and hill-start assistant
Immobiliser (electronic)
Airbag for driver and passenger
Powered steering with variable steering power
Audible alarm and warning light when driver's seat belt is not fastened
Sensor for oil level monitoring
Cruise control
Automatic air-conditioning system with pollen filter
Electric windows driver's cabin
Elec. adjustable and heated door mirrors
120 l diesel tank
Water sensor for diesel fuel
More powerful 180 AH alternator
More powerful 110 AH starter battery
Daytime running light (switched on at all times when driving)
Document holder in the middle of the dashboard (folds up)
Lockable storage compartment in the middle of the dashboard (e.g. for a
laptop)
Glove compartment passenger side - cooling compartment for 1.5 litre bottles
Door trays with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 litre bottles
Driver's / passenger seat with armrests, swivel, height and tilt adjustable
Seat base cover
Co-axial steering-wheel adjustment
Multifunctional steering-wheel with operating elements for the radio
DAB+ MP3 radio/CD with Bluetooth hands-free unit (from September range
onwards)
4 loudspeakers
Digital display with trip computer
Central locking system with internal operation and radio control
Expanded rear door opening
Full wheel cap
Breakdown kit - air compressor with additional valve

 Bodywork
Insulated aluminium frame windows
Exterior finish, Banquise White
Insulated floor
Black plastic gutter strip - driver's and passenger side
Floor platform with collapsible cover and stowage compartment
Darkening and mosquito net roller blinds
Adjustable ceiling fan, 700x500 mm above living room
Adjustable ceiling fan, 400x400 mm above bedroom
Roof vent 400x400 mm above bathroom
Cabin darkening with curtain

 Conversion
Compact bathroom with door (Serengeti)
Compact bathroom with tambour door
Cassette toilet (with fill level display)
Shower tray with all-round drainage channel
Cabinet with mirrors
Folding washbasin
Vertically folding slatted frames
Folding table with extension option
Gas bottle stowage compartment for 2 gas bottles
Lashing rails with 4 movable eyelets (for holding various accessories)
Luggage compartment cover with adaptation to the lashing rails

 Interior design
Fino Barone furniture design
Castano fabric combination
Vehicle roof lining and side panels with high quality, heat and
noise-insulating fabric lining

 Heating / climate / on-board systems
Truma Combi 4 gas heater
LCD control panel for the heater
Interior temperature sensor

Interior lighting with LED
95 AH gel battery including charger
230V external connection under bonnet with ground fault circuit interrupter
for 230V & 12V

 Kitchen / plumbing
Pre-installation gas socket
Compressor refrigerator, 108 litres
2-burner gas hob with glass top
Sink with glass top
Extra deep drawers with high-quality pull-out units including self-closing
mechanism
Large 2-section cutlery tray
Fresh water tank, 100 litres (inside)
Waste water tank, 100 litres (underfloor installation)
Insulated waste water tank
Level indicator for fresh water and waste water tank
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 Base
 8323  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase     - - - 
 8324  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   1.185.-  - - - 20
 8325  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   3.155.-  - - - 70
 8330  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   495.-  - - - 20
 8331  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   1.680.-  - - - 40
 8332  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 3450 mm wheelbase   3.650.-  - - - 90
 8305  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase    -  - - 
 8306  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   1.185.- -  - - 20
 8307  Fiat Ducato 3.3 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   3.155.- -  - - 70
 8312  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   495.- -  - - 20
 8313  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   1.680.- -  - - 40
 8314  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   3.650.- -  - - 90
 8374  Fiat Ducato MAXI 3,5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   790.- -  - - 30
 8317  Fiat Ducato MAXI 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   1.975.- -  - - 50
 8318  Fiat Ducato MAXI 3.5 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   3.945.- -  - - 100
 8375  Fiat Ducato MAXI 4.0 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   1.445.- -  - - 50
 8376  Fiat Ducato MAXI 4.0 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   2.625.- -  - - 70
 8377  Fiat Ducato MAXI 4.0 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   4.600.- -  - - 120
 8336  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS- Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase    - -   
 8337  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   1.185.- - -   40
 8338  Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS- Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   3.155.- - -   90
 8345  Fiat Ducato MAXI 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   300.- - -   30
 8346  Fiat Ducato MAXI 3.5 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   1.480.- - -   50
 8347  Fiat Ducato MAXI 3.5 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   3.455.- - -   100
 8378  Fiat Ducato MAXI 4.0 t - 2.3 Multijet - 96 kW/130 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   945.- - -   50
 8379  Fiat Ducato MAXI 4.0 t - 2.3 Multijet - 109 kW/148 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   2.135.- - -   70
 8380  Fiat Ducato MAXI 4.0 t - 3.0 Multijet - 130 kW/177 PS - Euro 5+ - 4035 mm wheelbase   4.110.- - -   120
 2301  Downweight to 3.5 t (on Fiat Ducato MAXI 4.0 t)   210.- -    
 2344  Comfort Matic automated manual gearbox (including leather steering-wheel)   1.495.-     17
 2429  Engine protection plate   110.-     
 2356  Exterior finish Banquise White        
 2354  Exterior finish Golden White (Metallic)   490.-     
 2353  Exterior finish Lago Blue (Metallic)   490.-     
 2357  Exterior finish Line Blue   490.-     
 2359  Exterior finish Imperial Blue   490.-     
 2438  Exterior finish Tiziano Red   490.-     
 2364  Exterior finish Profondo Red (Metallic)   490.-     
 2439  Exterior finish Yellow   490.-     
 2350  Exterior finish Alumino Grey (Metallic)   490.-     
 2367  Exterior finish Fer Grey (Metallic)   490.-     
 2391  Exterior finish Black (Metallic)   490.-     
 37225  Front spoiler in vehicle colour (only for Fiat Ducato Light chassis)   290.-     
 37269  Rear bumper in vehicle colour (only for Fiat Ducato Light chassis)   285.-     
 37201  Rear bumper and rear arch covers in body colour (Fiat Ducato Light chassis with overhang 138 cm)   495.- - -   
 37203  Front spoiler and front wheel arch covers in body colour (only for Fiat Ducato MAXI chassis)   505.- -    
 37201  Rear bumper and rear wheel arch trim in vehicle colour (only for Fiat Ducato MAXI chassis)   495.- -    
 37202  Front and rear bumper and wheel arch trim in vehicle colour (only for Fiat Ducato MAXI chassis)   870.- -    
 2329  Fog lights   150.-     
 2419  LED daytime running light   290.-     
 2338  Headlight washer system   150.-     
 2432  Electrically adjustable door mirrors   150.-     
 2431  ''Dead Lock'' security lock   125.-     
 2323  Rain and light sensors   200.-     
 2430  Lane-keeping assist   375.-     
 2424  Lane-keeping assist with auto-dimming   415.-     
 2363  Parking aid   290.-     1
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 2423  Tyre pressure sensors   135.-     
 2427  16'' steel wheels (only for Fiat Ducato 3.5 t chassis)   160.-     2
 2451  16'' alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tyres (only for Fiat Ducato 3.5 t chassis)   450.-     -2
 2452  16'' alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tyres (only for Fiat Ducato MAXI chassis)   300.-     -2
 25292  17'' CH 7.5x17 alloy wheels with 235/60 R17C tyres   1.570.-     14
 25293  17'' CH 7.5x17 alloy wheels with 235/60 R17C tyres  (only for Fiat Ducato MAXI chassis)   1.570.- -    14
 20150  Towbar, detachable   580.-     27
 Design
 35129  Design decals Woodline   300.-     
 35128  Design decals Aluline   215.-     
 35139  Design decals Carbonline   300.-     
 35140  Design sticker window filling  Black (full area film in the area of the window)   300.-     1
 2417  Door handles in body colour (35)  40.-     
 2436  Door handles in aluminium look   40.-     
 2426  Skid-plate in aluminium look   40.-     
 2418  Skid-plate gloss black   40.-     
 2415  Radiator grille gloss black   80.-     
 2416  Headlamps with black frame   25.-     
 2310  Leather steering-wheel and gear lever knob   160.-     
 2421  Dashboard finish with aluminium-coloured trim   100.-     
 2422  Dashboard with chrome instrument gauge rings   40.-     
 2420  Dashboard finish with bronze-coloured trim   135.-     
 Bodywork
 2324  Heat-insulating windscreen   210.-     
 85696  Side and front window insulated roller blind (32)  490.-     7
 34101  Pleated mosquito guard blind for sliding door   250.-     6
 33322  Frame window on left in direction of travel   incl. darkening blind and insect screen (bed frame)   290.-  - - - 3
 33321  Frame window on right in direction of travel incl. darkening blind and insect screen (kitchen)   290.-  - - - 3
 33326  Frame window 280 x 380 cm on left in direction of travel (washroom)   160.- -    1
 33327  Frame window on left in direction of travel at rear incl. darkening blind and fly screen (sleeping area)   330.- -    5
 33328  Frame window on right in direction of travel at rear incl. darkening blind and insect screen (sleeping area)   330.- -    5
 33362  Rear doors with acrylic glass hinged window   410.-     10
 47683  Insertable double floor in sleeping area with pull-out drawer and through-loading   375.- -    6
 33704  Adjustable ceiling fan (sleeping area), 700x500 mm (34)  410.-     10
 57952  Roof air conditioning at rear (sleeping area)   1.905.- -    40
 33603  Rooftop sleep pod in Banquise White (oversized double bed with slatted frame and foam mattress) (33)  2.480.-     150
 33611  Rooftop sleep pod in vehicle colour (oversized double bed with slatted frame and foam mattress) (33)  2.900.-     150
 83924  Awning, anthracite 3.25 m x 2.50 m   605.-  - - - 24
 83925  Awning, anthracite 3.05 m x 2.50 m with special adapter for the pop-up roof   525.-  - - - 23
 83898  Awning, anthracite 3.75 m x 2,50 m   665.- -    27
 83899  Awning, anthracite 3.55 m x 2,50 m with special adapter for the pop-up roof   580.- -    26
 32110  Electric step   290.-     8
 Conversion
 1920  Castano fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and seating area covered)        
 1879  Turin fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and seating area covered)   330.-     
 1901  Salinas fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and seating area covered)   330.-     
 1897  Albero fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and seating area covered)   415.-     
 1900  Garbo fabric combination (Fiat driver's cabin seats and seating area covered)   625.-     
 1921  Partial leather Nobile (Fiat driver's cabin seats and seating area covered)   790.-     
 1922  Partial leather Athletico (Fiat driver's cabin seats and seating area covered)   790.-     
 1925  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and seating area in Castano fabric combination   1.080.-     
 1919  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and seating area in Turin fabric combination   1.160.-     
 1905  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and seating area in Salinas fabric combination   1.160.-     
 1904  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and seating area in Albero fabric combination   1.245.-     
 1906  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and seating area in Garbo fabric combination   1.410.-     
 1926  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and seating area in partial leather Nobile   1.575.-     
 1927  Comfort driver's cabin seats (instead of Fiat driver's cabin seats) and seating area in partial leather Athletico   1.575.-     
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 Interior design
 388  Furniture finish Fino Barone        
 44164  Sleeping comfort system with cup spring and multi-zone cold foam mattress(es) for rear bed(s)   330.- -  -  4
 34113  2-part partition curtain between living area and sleeping area   105.- -    3
 47522  Havanna carpeting for living area (supplied loose)   150.-     5
 47502  Eclipse carpeting for living area (supplied loose)   210.-     7
 Multimedia / on-board systems / heating
 87202  Vehicle-specific navigation receiver with motorhome software - radio / CD / DVD / USB / Bluetooth   870.-     4
 87206  Vehicle-specific navigation receiver with motorhome software - radio / CD / DVD / USB / Bluetooth with reversing camera   1.240.-     7
 87208  Pre-installation for reversing camera   160.-     0.5
 43209  19'' LED monitor with DVD player and triple tuner - stand and 2 x TV holder (incl. TV pre-installation)   790.-     8
 87205  TV pre-installation  (3 x 12V socket, 3 x antenna socket and 1 x power supply socket)   125.-     0.5
 87204  DVBT antenna (active)   85.-     0.5
 87996  Alarm system   250.-     2
 51707  Second on-board battery 95 AH   240.-     25
 51722  Pre-installation for solar modules   125.-     2
 56502  Truma Duocontrol CS with crash sensor, automatic changeover and EisEx trace heater   245.-     2.5
 56004  Truma Combi 4 with electric heating element (1800 W)   330.-     0.5
 56112  Diesel heater with hot water boiler   1.245.-     3
 56126  Diesel heater high altitude kit - enables full efficiency of the standard auxiliary heating in Alpine regions   240.-     2
 56011  Roof bed heater - hot air extension hose for heating the roof bed   80.-     1
 Kitchen / plumbing
 56150  External gas socket with shut-off tap   195.-     1
 44172  Shelf in shower tray   45.-     1
 83062  2 folding chairs + table including mounting   240.- -    13
 60525  Waste water tank, insulated and heated   445.-     14
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Floor plans FIAT -
HYMERCAR with bathroom
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Information

 Comments
(01) Not possible in combination with Exterior Pack I.
(02) Not possible in combination with Exterior Pack I.
(03) Not possible in combination with Exterior Pack I.
(05) If the driver's cabin darkening system is ordered, there is no standard front

curtain
(06) If the living area darkening system with pleated curtain is ordered, there is no

standard cling-on textile mats.
(07) With the option 47663, a single bed variant with dimensions (L x W) 233 cm x

71 cm is possible.
(08) With the option 47664, a transverse bed version with the dimensions (L x W)

169 cm x 123 cm is possible.
(09) Not possible in combination with 4MOTION (code

8122/8125/8131/8135/8133/8137)
(10) Optional filler neck only possible in combination with code 47682
(20) When ordering the living area darkening system with concertina curtain, no

cling-on textile mats are supplied as standard.
(21) When ordering the driver's cabin darkening system, no front curtain is

supplied as standard
(22) Rio: The roof bed is only possible in combination with a 3.5 t chassis
(23) Rio: The Heki skylight is not possible in combination with the roof bed
(24) With the option 47663, a single bed version with the dimensions (L x W)

Sydney 245cm x 65cm and Rio 260cm x 70cm is possible.
(25) Not possible in combination with exterior finish Banquise White
(31) On the Fiat Ducato Maxi chassis, the overall height is increased by approx. 5

cm
(32) If side and front windscreen insulating roller blinds are ordered, no standard

front curtain is fitted
(33) The roof bed is only possible in combination with a 3.5 t or 4.0 t chassis
(34) The Heki lift/tilt rooflight is not possible in combination with the roof bed
(35) Not possible in combination with exterior finish Banquise White

Information

 Important information
Every change to the original factory condition of your vehicle can result in an
impairment to driving and road safety.

Original spare parts and accessories recommended by HYMER AG have been
developed specifically for your vehicle and approved by us. Your HYMERCAR
dealer has these products;
Accessories, installed, attached and conversion parts not approved by HYMER
AG can result in damage to the vehicle and can impair road safety. Even if a
part features a certificate from an approval official, a national type approval
or design certification, this does not provide a guarantee for the composition
of the product.

Please understand that we cannot assume any liability for damage caused by
products not approved by HYMER AG or due to unauthorised modifications.

Data on weight are approximate. The load capacity specified in the price list
decreases by the weights specified in the price list when installing optional
equipment.

Deviations as part of factory tolerances are possible and acceptable in the
specifications regarding the scope of delivery, dimensions and weights of the
vehicle. The information corresponds to information available at the time of
printing and meets European harmonisation requirements. These may change
before purchase or delivery of the vehicle. Your HYMERCAR dealer would be
happy to provide you with information on the standard scope of delivery and
any changes.

Please ensure that you observe the prescribed axle load when installing
special parts attached to the rear of the vehicle, such as a motorcycle rack or
trailer coupling.

The prices specified for optional equipment only apply as part of new
production of a series vehicle. Retrofitting certain optional equipment articles
may not be possible in some cases or may incur substantial additional costs.

This price list contains the standard specification at the time of printing.
Despite reviewing the contents, print errors may still be present. We retain
the right to make changes to the equipment and products over the course of
a model year.
The layouts are pictured with optional equipment subject to surcharges in
some cases; these are not part of the standard equipment.
At a minimum, the water supply system meets the state of the art of
technology for 07/2011 (2002/72/EC directive).
Please look into the current product and standard specification at one of our
authorised HYMERCAR dealers before signing a contract.

We retain the right to make changes to the price, design and equipment.

This price list replaces all of its predecessors.

Pickup
Unfortunately, we do not support picking up your motorhome at the factory.

Cape Town:

DSG
The 7-speed double-clutch gearbox
The gearbox enables fully automatic gear shifting without any interruption in
tractive force. In combination with BlueMotion Technology and the
multifunction display, the DSG features a coasting function. If the driver
releases the gas pedal, the clutch is temporarily disengaged from the engine
to save on fuel.

BMT
Blue Motion Technology.
Fuel consumption is dramatically lowered thanks to a technology package
consisting of a start-stop system, brake energy regeneration, cruise control
and tyres optimised to reduce rolling resistance. Optionally, the package can
be combined with a 2.0 l TDI engine with 103 kW or with a 2.0 l BiTDI engine
with 132 kW.
A 7-speed double-clutch gearbox (DSG) with integrated coasting function (in
combination with a multifunction display) is available instead of the standard
6-speed manual gearbox for the 103 kW and 132 kW engine. This enables an
even more economical driving style. The two high-performance engines can
also be combined with 4MOTION four-wheel drive on request.

4MO
4MOTION four-wheel drive.
The driving force is divided between the front and rear axle as needed.
The Electronic Differential Lock ensures even traction, such as for starting
with sharp acceleration.

 Technical Data
(f) Cape Town: The technically permitted gross weight of the vehicle

combination is max. 5300 kg
(h) The inside width of the rooftop sleep pod (from material to material) is 127

cm
(g) Only in combination with a Maxi chassis
(a) Please note: The potential alternative engine types, which are subject to a

surcharge, and all other chassis options, such as an automatic gearbox or
air-conditioning system, cause a change in weight. The additional weight of
the individual chassis types, engine types and chassis options is specified in
the individual optional equipment lists for the chassis-related optional
equipment.

(b) The installation of optional equipment changes the height.
(c) Mass in running order (MIRO) in accordance with EN 1646-2 including basic

equipment (75 kg for driver, filled fuel tank, filled water tank, gas in an
aluminium bottle at 100% and electrical connection cable) in the base
variant. The MIRO (and the potential load capacity or number of passengers)
changes depending on the engine type or equipment variant and due to the
installation of optional equipment. Deviations as part of factory tolerances
are possible and acceptable.

(d) The specified load capacity option is based on unladen weight and is reduced
by the weight of installed optional equipment (consult the price list or ask a
dealer for the values). This requires corresponding load distribution. The
maximum load capacity consists of the conventional load: 75 kg per
passenger, personal equipment (10 kg of luggage per passenger and driver
plus 10 kg per metre of vehicle length) and remaining load capacity, which
can be used for optional equipment that is also installed or additional
luggage.

(e) The specified number of persons decreases if the MIRO increases. In
particular, an engine type deviating from the base variant, installation of
optional equipment and selecting a corresponding equipment level cause an
increase. Consult the data on weight in the price list or discuss the data with
your HYMER trade partner to ensure that the technically permissible gross
vehicle weight is not exceeded and sufficient load capacity remains for
people and articles for daily use. The standard equipment includes 3 seats on
the Cape Town, Sydney and Rio models and 4 seats on the Serengeti, Grand
Canyon and Yellowstone models. Additional seats can be ordered as optional
equipment for the Cape Town, Sydney and Rio models. Please keep the weight
balance of the vehicle in mind when making a decision.
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This price list includes the series stand down in print. Despite reviewing the 
contents are not misprints. During the model year, we reserve the equipment 
changes and product improvements. Please inform yourself before the 
contract with one of our authorized HYMER trading partners on the current 
product and stand series.
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